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A B S T R A C T   

The Thermodynamics of Advanced Fuels – International Database (TAF-ID) was developed using the Calphad 
method to provide a computational tool to perform thermodynamic calculations on nuclear fuel materials under 
normal and off-normal conditions. Different kinds of fuels are considered: oxide, metallic, carbide and nitride 
fuels. Many fission products are introduced as well as structural materials (e.g., zirconium, steel, concrete, SiC) 
and absorbers (e.g., B4C), in order to investigate the thermochemistry of irradiated fuels and to predict their 
chemical interaction with the surrounding materials. The approach to develop the database and the models 
implemented in the database are described. Examples of models for key chemical systems are presented. Finally, 
a few examples of application calculations on severe accidents with UO2 fuels, irradiated fuel chemistry of MOX 
and metallic fuels and metallic fuel/cladding interaction show how this tool can be used. To validate the 
database, the calculations are compared to the available experimental data. A good agreement is obtained which 
gives confidence in the maturity degree and quality of the TAF-ID database. The working version is only 
accessible to the participants of the TAF-ID project (Canada, France, Japan, the Netherlands, Republic of Korea, 
United Kingdom, USA). A public version is accessible by all the NEA countries. The current version contains 
models on the Am–Fe, Am–Np, Am-O-Pu, Am–U, Am–Zr, C–O–U-Pu, Cr–U, Np–U, Np–Zr, O–U–Zr, Re–U, Ru–U, 
Si–U, Ti–U, U-Pu-Zr, U–W systems. It is progressively extended with our published assessments. Information on 
how to join the project is available on the website: https://www.oecd-nea.org/science/taf-id/.   
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1. Introduction 

Under normal operating conditions in Light Water Reactors (LWR), 
the oxide fuel is exposed to simultaneous conditions of high temperature 
(1300 K at the center and about 750 K at the rim), irradiation and 
thermomechanical stresses that lead to significant changes of its 
microstructure with time and burnup [1]. These changes affect key fuel 
properties such as thermal conductivity, margin to melting (formation of 
the first liquid), diffusion, creep, and fission gas release, that have to be 
well known for a thorough safety assessment of the reactor. With 
burnup, numerous fission products (FPs) form and the fuel chemical 
composition changes with time. These fission products are either solu-
bilized into the fuel oxide matrix or precipitate as separated phases [2]. 
Moreover, the thermal gradient between the center and the periphery of 
the fuel pellet induces mass transport and segregation of some elements 
along the temperature gradient. For instance, in LWRs fuels under high 
burnup conditions, volatile fission products like iodine, cesium and 
tellurium can migrate from the center to the periphery of the fuel pellet 
and, in some cases, attack the cladding leading to fuel Pellet Cladding 
Interaction (PCI) [3]. Also, in fast breeder fuels (mixed oxide of uranium 
and plutonium (MOX)), that are exposed to higher temperatures (2300 
K at the center and about 1000 K at the rim), the volatile fission products 
(i.e., iodine, cesium, tellurium, molybdenum) can migrate to the pe-
riphery of the fuel pellet to form a fission product enriched layer, the 
so-called JOG (Joint Oxyde Gaine) [4]. In some cases, the fission 
products can attack the cladding leading to the ROG (Reaction Oxyde 
Gaine) formation [5]. 

Fuel performance codes have been developed to simulate the fuel pin 
behaviour under normal and abnormal operating conditions. Among the 
different properties that have to be taken into account, the change of the 
fuel composition with the fission product formation and of its related 
thermodynamic properties (e.g. heat capacity, oxygen potential, margin 
to fuel melting, etc.) have to be well known and predicted. The incor-
poration of such changes of the fuel properties in a fuel performance 
code is important [6]. 

Even if the fuel is not at equilibrium conditions, thermodynamic 
calculations on such complex fuel chemical composition are useful to 
predict locally the phases that can form and how the phase fractions vary 
with burnup. By coupling thermodynamics to mass diffusion, the ther-
mal transport of elements can be addressed too. Moreover, from these 
calculations, the partial pressures of the semi-volatile and volatile ele-
ments can be calculated to predict fission product release from fuel pins 
and/or transport to the periphery of the fuel pellet [6,7]. 

Under accidental conditions, the thermodynamic calculations are of 
great interest to predict the solid, liquid and gas phases of degraded 
materials. The most important role is to estimate the phase stability of 
the molten core materials, so-called “corium”, at high temperature. In 
corium, a few metallic and oxidic melt layers are considered to be 
stratified. Again, even if the corium is not at equilibrium conditions, the 
thermodynamic calculations can provide input data of composition and 
density of these metallic and oxide phases. The improvement of the 
stratification model at the lower head of the vessel is one major issue for 
severe accident analysis, including macroscopic variation in corium and 
the heat transfer from corium to reactor vessel. In some cases, input 
thermodynamic data are taken into account in thermal-hydraulics 
computational codes to predict heat transfer in corium pools in severe 
accident codes [8]. As mentioned above, a fission product chemical 
database is being developed to model fission product release in severe 
accident codes and indeed the partial pressures of gaseous species of 
fission products calculated by a thermodynamic approach are then 
important parameters. This evaluation is highly important for the 
analysis of the Fukushima-Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant accident. Also 
the chemical state of the phases in the corium has to be assessed for 
reprocessing of the fuel. For any normal or abnormal condition, an un-
derstanding of the equilibrium states in fuel is essential if we are to 
bound the uncertainties in fuel behaviour. 

The purpose of the Thermodynamics of Advanced Fuels – Interna-
tional Database (TAF-ID) project is to provide a comprehensive ther-
modynamic database on nuclear fuel materials that can be used with 
Thermo-Calc [9] or Open Calphad [10] codes to perform a wide range 
of thermodynamic calculations for different applications of nuclear re-
actors. The interest in a thermodynamic database was first generated 
with regard to LWR and CANada Deuterium Uranium (CANDU) fuels, 
but has now extended to the development of advanced fuels (e.g., oxide, 
metallic, nitride, carbide) and claddings materials as well (e.g. zirco-
nium alloys, steels, SiC …) for future nuclear reactors, Accident Tolerant 
Fuels (ATF) and Generation IV systems). It requires the investigation of 
these advanced fuel thermodynamic properties and its chemical 
compatibility with new cladding materials in normal and abnormal 
conditions. 

When dealing with such complex chemical systems containing a 
large number of chemical elements, the Calphad methodology is the 
most suitable approach to predict thermodynamic properties and phase 
equilibria [11]. In the Calphad method, thermodynamic equilibrium is 
calculated for a given amount of chemical elements, temperature and 
pressure, by minimization of the total Gibbs energy of a closed system. 
The total Gibbs energy of the system is the sum of the Gibbs energies of 
all the constituting phases (i.e. solid, liquid and/or gas). The Gibbs en-
ergy functions of all the phases are assessed as a function of temperature 
and composition (and pressure for the gas only) by fitting all the 
available information (thermodynamic and phase equilibria data) using 
a linear regression method [11]. 

In a first step, the binary systems are modelled to account for the 
formation of binary compounds, and solid and liquid solutions. Then, 
the ternary phase diagrams can be calculated by extrapolation. By 
experience, it is often necessary to add ternary thermodynamic param-
eters in case of the existence of ternary compounds or/and to get a good 
description of the solid/liquid solutions with respect to available 
experimental data. This kind of database has for instance been devel-
oped for steels, Ni, Al, Cu etc … based alloys and also for other types of 
materials like slags, solders, etc. Generally, the extrapolation from the 
binary and ternary systems leads to a good prediction of the phase 
equilibria and thermodynamic properties of complex systems containing 
a large number of elements (up to ~30 elements). The advantage of 
Calphad type databases is that both phase diagrams and all phase 
thermodynamic properties can be calculated. The aim of this project is to 
develop such a database for advanced nuclear fuel materials to predict 
its behaviour in a wide temperature and composition range. 

The Thermo-Calc software [9] was used for the development of the 
TAF-ID database and for all the calculations presented in this paper. 

2. TAF-ID project 

The TAF-ID project, coordinated by the Organization for Economic 
Co-operative Development Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD/NEA), star-
ted in 2013 [12]. The idea of such an international project came from the 
ascertainment that several databases on nuclear materials were being 
developed independently in different countries and that the develop-
ment of such large databases requires a significant effort by qualified 
persons with rare expertise. The main idea was to have a concerted effort 
to launch an international project to create and develop a unique 
database starting from the existing ones, and to foster exchanges on 
thermodynamic data and models for nuclear fuel systems. 

These databases are briefly described in Table 1. Two commercial 
software packages are commonly used for the Gibbs energy minimi-
zation: Thermo-Calc [9] and FactSage [13]. Depending on the data-
bases, different types of models are used. In the databases on oxide 
fuels from Canada and the Netherlands, there are mainly stoichio-
metric compounds [14, 15, 16,17,18] and a few solutions are described 
for the fluorite oxide phase, in which the dissolution of numerous 
dissolved fission and activation products is described, and the noble 
metal phases [16]. In the United States, extended models were 
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developed to describe mixed oxides (U,Ln)O2±x and related phase di-
agrams with Ln = Pr, La, Nd, Y, Gd, Ce [19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26]. In 
these databases, not all the solutions (solid and liquid) are modelled for 
all the systems. Thus, phase diagrams, solid/liquid transitions cannot 
be calculated for some complex fuel compositions. In the databases 
developed by France, Japan and USA (LLNL), full Calphad models are 
introduced that allow the calculation of complete phase diagrams [27, 
28,29]. Thus, mainly two types of databases exist. Either databases 
contain many elements but mainly describing stoichiometric com-
pounds and a few solutions or a full Calphad description with less el-
ements but modelling the non-stoichiometry and the solubility of the 
elements in all the phases. 

Within the TAF-ID project, it has been decided to adopt a full Cal-
phad modelling approach for our database in order to provide both 
phase diagram and thermodynamic data calculations. Furthermore, for 
the oxide phases, the two sublattice ionic liquid model [30,31] and the 
Compound Energy Formalism with ionic species [32] were chosen for 
the liquid and the mixed oxides, respectively. The FUELBASE database 
[27] developed by CEA (Commissariat ̀a l’Energie Atomique) from 2005 
to 2012 was used as a starting point to develop the TAF-ID database, 
which was progressively extended for five years by introducing either 
models coming from research and/or databases of the participants of the 
project, or coming from the open literature. Binary and ternary systems 
for which no descriptions existed were assessed in the framework of this 
project. 

In the current version of the TAF-ID database (Version 9), different 
types of fuels are described: oxides UO2±x, mixed oxides (U,Pu)O2±x, 
ThO2, metallic (U,Pu,Zr), carbide (U,Pu)C, and nitride (U,Pu)N fuels. 
Binary and ternary oxides containing minor actinides (i.e., Am and Np) 
are also modelled: AmO2-x, NpO2-x, (Am,Pu)O2-x. 

Numerous fission products have been introduced to predict the 
thermochemistry of irradiated oxide fuels:  

- Lanthanoids: Ce, La, Gd, Nd that dissolve in the fluorite oxide matrix;  
- Ba, Sr, Mo, Zr that form the so-called “grey phases” of formula (Ba,Sr, 

Cs)(Zr,U,Pu,Mo)O3 in the oxide fuels [2];  
- Pd, Rh, Ru, Te, Tc that mainly precipitate as metallic phases;  
- Cs, Te, I, Ru: semi-volatile and volatile elements that form both 

gaseous species or/and condensed phases. 

To predict the chemical interaction between the fuel and various 
structural materials, the chemical systems representative for steels (i.e. 
Fe–Cr–Ni), Zr alloys, SiC with liners (i.e. Re, W, Ta and Nb), absorber B4C 
and concrete (i.e. SiO2–CaO-FexOy-MgO-Al2O3) have been introduced. 

The current Version 9 of the TAF-ID database contains the following 
42 chemical elements marked in bold in the periodic table in Fig. 1: Ag, 
Al, Am, Ar, B, Ba, C, Ca, Ce, Cr, Cs, Fe, Gd, H, He, I, La, Mg, Mo, N, Nb, 
Nd, Ni, Np, O, Pd, Pu, Re, Rh, Ru, Si, Sr, Ta, Tc, Te, Th, Ti, U, V, W, Y and 
Zr. Of over 820 binary systems, 210 are described in the current version 
of the database (Fig. 2). Among those systems, 87 binaries were assessed 
in the framework of the TAF-ID project. The other models for the bi-
naries were taken from the open literature. 76 ternary systems are 
modelled (Fig. 3), of which 33 were assessed within the TAF-ID project. 

In the framework of the project, the database was comprehensively 
documented in HTML format from which Figs. 1, Figs. 2 and 3 were 
extracted. It gives information on the models and the crystalline data for 
the phases. For the systems assessed within the project, the original 
experimental data used for the assessment are given. Figures comparing 
calculated and experimental data are presented. In case of a model 
coming from the literature, the source paper reference is given. In some 
cases, comparisons between different models are presented in order to 
provide justification for the selection of the model that was introduced 
in the database. 

A public version of the TAF-ID database is accessible by all OECD/ 
NEA members [12]. This version contains the database files and the 
documentation for the following systems: Am–Fe, Am–Np, Am-O-Pu, 

Am–U, Am–Zr, C–O–U-Pu, Cr–U, Np–U, Np–Zr, O–U–Zr, Re–U, Ru–U, 
Si–U, Ti–U, U-Pu-Zr, U–W. This public version is being progressively 
extended by adding assessments when published in the open literature. 
The working version is accessible only by the participants of the TAF-ID 
project (Canada, France, Japan, the Netherlands, Republic of Korea, 
United Kingdom, USA). Information on how to join the project is 
available on the website: https://www.oecd-nea.org/science/taf-id/. 

A significant success of the project has been the participation of a 
large number of institutions, with individual priorities, facilities, and 
funding streams. The formation of a common database creates a stan-
dard of accepted potentials useful for future developments by individual 
groups. Systems may be built from a common reference, which implies 
consistency between new models. Therefore, new models have added- 
value in that they readily incorporate into the overall database, and 
the database as a whole grows coherently through coordination of ef-
forts. A further benefit can be gained in terms of long-term preservation 
of data. By sharing this critically important data in an open forum, it is 
preserved for future generations of nuclear scientists to access rather 
than being held internally where it could be lost when experts leave the 
industry. 

3. Gibbs energy models 

The Calphad method is used to derive Gibbs energy functions for all 
the solid, liquid and gas phases as a function of temperature, composi-
tion and pressure [11]. The Gibbs energy functions are referred to 
◦HSER

i (298.15), the enthalpy of the pure elements at 298.15 K and 1 bar 
(SER: Standard Element Reference state). 

Each phase is described using several sublattices “s1, s2 … sl”. In each 
sublattice, one or several constituents, i, are introduced. as is the number 
of sites on each sublattice. The constituent site fraction in each sublattice 
is denoted by y(s)i . 

In case of a stoichiometric compound, there is a single species in each 
sublattice and the Gibbs energy is expressed as follows: 

Table 1 
Status of the thermodynamic databases developed by the different partners of 
the TAF-ID project in 2013. “FPs”: “Fission Products”.  

Involved 
Countries 
Institutes 

Software Chemical systems Model 

Canada 
AECL 
RMC 
UOIT 

FactSage 
Thermochimica 

Fuel UO2 + Np, Pu + Coolant 
H2O 
FPs: (Kr), Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, Mo, 
Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd 
Te, I, Xe, Cs, Ba, La, Ce, Pr, Nd 

302 compounds 
17 solutions 
[14–16] 

France 
CEA 

Thermo-Calc Fuel UO2, MOX + Am,Np,  
(U,Pu,Zr), (U,Pu)C, (U,Pu)N 
FPs: Ag, Ba, Cs, I, La, Mo, Nb, 
Ru, Sr, Te 
Materials: Concrete, B–C, 
Fe–Cr–Ni, SiC,Ta, W, V 

Solutions 
144 binaries 
30 ternaries 
[27,33,34,35, 
36,37,38,39,40, 
41,42,43] 

Japan 
JAEA, 
CRIEPI 

Thermo-Calc Metallic fuel: Am-Cd-Ce-Fe- 
Gd-La-Nd-Np-Pr-Pu-U-Y-Zr 
Oxide fuel: Pu-Zr-O, 
Fe–B–C–O 

Solutions  
[28,29] 

Netherlands 
NRG 

FactSage Fuel: (U, Pu, Am, Np, Th)-(C, 
N, O) 
FPs: Ag, Ba, Br, Ce, Cs, Eu, I, 
La, Mo, Nb, Nd, Pd, Rb, Ru, 
Sb, Sn, Sr, Te, Y, Zr 
Materials: Fe, Ni, Si, Ti, Ta, 
W, Zn + Na, H, Pb 

727 compounds 
[17,18] 

USA 
ORNL 
LLNL 

FactSage 
Thermo-Calc 

UO2 + RE: Pu-U-Gd-Ce-La-O 
Metallic fuel: Am–Pu, Mo–Pu, 
Mo–U,Nb–U,Nb–Zr,Pu–U, 
Ti–U,U–Zr 
Materials: 
Be–Cu–Fe–Nb–Ta–Ti–Zr 

C1 solution +
compounds 
[19–26] 
Solutions  
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Fig. 2. Binary systems modelled in the TAF-ID database Version 9. Page extracted from the documentation developed within the TAF-ID project.  

Fig. 1. List of the elements described in the TAF-ID database Version 9, colored in black. Page extracted from the documentation developed within the TAF- 
ID project. 
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Fig. 3. Ternary systems modelled in the TAF-ID database Version 9. Page extracted from the documentation developed within the TAF-ID project.  

Fig. 4. Calculated (a) oxygen potential of (U0.8Pu0.2)O2±x as function of O/(U + Pu) ratio at 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 K; (b) vapor pressure of the gaseous species 
and total pressure above (U0.8Pu0.2)O2±x as function of O/(U + Pu) at 2300 K; (c) isothermal section of the U-Pu-O system at 2300 K; (d) isopleth section of the U-Pu- 
O system with U/Pu = 4 along the composition line reported on the isothermal section (dashed line). 
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Gϕ −
∑

aϕ
i ◦HSER

i (298.15) = a+ b T + c T lnT +
∑

n
dn Tn (1)  

with T, the temperature, aϕ
i , the site numbers on the sublattices, and n =

2, 3, − 1. In some cases, other values for n are used. 
In a more general approach, using the Compound Energy Formalism, 

the Gibbs energy of the phases is expressed as the sum of the following 
three terms: 

Gϕ
m −

∑
xϕi

◦HSER
i (298.15) = srf Gm − T cnf Sm + EGm (2)  

srf Gm =
∑

I0

PI0 (Y)
◦GI0 (3)  

cnf Sm = − R
∑n

s=1
as

∑
ns
i=1 y

(s )

i ln
(
y(s)i

)
(4)  

EGm =
∑

I1

PI1 (Y)LI1 +
∑

I2

PI2 (Y)LI2 + … (5) 

In the reference term, srf Gm, I0 is a compound formed by considering a 
single constituent in each sublattice, corresponding to a compound end 
member. PI0 (Y) is the product of the constituent site fractions related to 
I0. ◦GI0 is the Gibbs energy of formation of the compound. I0.

In the configurational entropy term, cnf Sm, R is the gas constant, and 
the first sum is over all sublattices and the second one, over all con-
stituents on each sublattice. 

Fig. 5. Calculated U-Pu-Zr isothermal section at (a) 923 K (b) 1123 K.  

Fig. 6. Calculated isothermal sections (a) U–O–Zr at 2273 K, (b) U–O–Zr at 2873 K; (c) Fe–O–Zr at 2873 K; (d) Fe–O–U at 2873 K; (e) UO2-α-Zr(O) isopleth using the 
model of Quaini et al. [12,45]. 
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The third term in equation (2) is the excess Gibbs energy term, EGm, 
expressed as the sum over the possible interaction parameters between 
the constituents on the sublattices, LIi , which can have a dependence on 
temperature. I1 refers to a component array of the first order that in one 
sublattice contains two components but only one in each of the 
remaining sublattices. 

Examples of models developed with the CEF model can be found in 
the public version of the database [12] and also in the related published 
papers [29,28,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45]. 

As the database contains many metal-oxygen systems, specific 
models for those systems are used. 

For the solid oxide phases, in most of the cases, ionic constituents are 
introduced in the sublattices. As an example, the model used to describe 

UO2±x, PuO2-x and (U,Pu)O2±x from Guéneau et al. [38] was extended as 
follows: 

(Al+3, Am+3, Am+4, Ba+2, Ca+2, Ce+3, Ce+4, Gd+3, La+3, Mg+2, Nb+5, 
Nd+3, Np+3, Np+4, Pu+3, Pu+4, Sr+2, Th+4, U+3, U+4, U+5, Zr+2, Zr+4) 
(O− 2,Va)2 (O− 2,Va). 

where the vacancies “Va” allow a variation of the site occupancy of 
the two sublattices containing oxygen. The first sublattice is the site for 
the metallic cations, the second sublattice represents the normal site for 
oxygen anions whereas the third one contains interstitial oxygen anions 
in the fluorite structure. With this three sublattice model, it is possible to 
describe both hypo (M1

+ν1 M2
+ν2, ….) (O− 2,Va)2 (Va) and hyper- 

stoichiometric (M1
+ν1 M2

+ν2, …) (O− 2)2 (O− 2,Va) oxygen compositions 
for the different mixed oxides. Both oxygen vacancies and interstitials 
can be present at very high temperature, in stoichiometric UO2 for 
instance, constituting disorder in the system. The Gibbs energy of the 
fluorite phase is described by equation (2). 

The liquid phase is described using the ionic two sublattice model 
containing the following species [30,31]: 

(Ag+, Al+3, Am+3, Ba+2, Ca+2, Ce+3, Cr+2, Cs+, Fe+2, Gd+3, La+3, 
Mg+2, Mo+4, Nb+2, Nd+3, Ni+2, Np+4, Pd+2, Pu+3, Re+4, Rh+3, Ru+4, 
Si+4, Sr+2, Ta+2, Tc+4, Th+4, Ti+2, Ti+4, U+4, V+2, W+4, Zr+4)P (AlO2

− , I− , 
O− 2, SiO4

− 4, MoO4
− 2, Va− Q, B, B2O3, C, CeO2, CrO3/2, CsO2, Cs2Te, FeO3/ 

2, I2, MoO3, NbO2, NbO5/2, N, O, Te, PuO2, SiN4/3, SiO2, Si2Te3, TeO2, 
UN)Q 

The first sublattice contains cations and the second one, anions, 
neutral constituents and charged vacancies denoted “Va− Q”. To ensure 
electroneutrality, the site numbers P and Q are equal to the average 
charge on the opposite sublattice as follows: 

P=
∑

j
νj yAj + Q yVa (6)  

Q=
∑

i
νi yCi (7)  

where yiand νi denote respectively the site fraction and the charge of the 
constituent i (A for an anion, C for a cation and B for a neutral species). 
The sum of the constituent fractions on each sublattice is unity. Elec-
troneutrality of the phase is maintained by varying P and Q with the 
composition via the fraction of charged vacancies. This model allows 
describing purely metallic liquids (with only charged vacancies in the 
second sublattice) up to fully oxidized liquid phases (with very low 
vacancy fractions). Different ionic degrees can be described by intro-
ducing ionic and neutral species. Using this model, the Gibbs energy 
function of the liquid is: 

Gliq =
Gliq

ref+Gliq
id +Gliq

ex (8)  

Gliq
ref =

∑

C

∑

A
yC yA ◦Gliq

(C)(A) + Q yVa
∑

C
yC◦Gliq

C + Q
∑

B
yB◦Gliq

B (9)  

Gliq
id = RT

[

P
∑

C
yC ln yC + Q

(
∑

A
yA ln yA + yVa ln yVa +

∑

B
yB ln yB

)]

(10)  

Gliq
ex =

∑

C1

∑

C2

∑

A
yC1 yC2 yAL

liq
(C1 ,C2)(A)+

∑

C1

∑

C2

yC1 yC2 y
2
Va L

liq
(C1 ,C2)(Va)

+
∑

C

∑

A1

∑

A2

yC yA1 yA2 L
liq
(C)(A1 ,A2)

+
∑

C

∑

A
yC yA yVaLliq

(C)(A,Va)

+
∑

C

∑

A

∑

B
yC yA yBLliq

(C)(A,B)+
∑

C

∑

B
yC yB yVaLliq

(C)(Va,B)+
∑

B1

∑

B2

yB1 yB2 L
liq
(B1 ,B2)

(11) 

In the reference term (Equation (9)), ◦Gliq
(C)(A) is the Gibbs energy of 

(νC+ νA) moles of liquid CνAAνC, ◦Gliq
C is the Gibbs energy of the liquid 

phase for the pure element corresponding to the C cation and ◦Gliq
B is the 

Table 2 
Comparison between calculated and experimental compositions in w. % of the 
metal and oxide liquid phases for corium A1 and E2 [48], for ISABEL1 [49] and 
for MA1 and MA2 MASCA tests [51].   

Experiment 
Composition 

Corium A1 
2900 K 

Overall Oxide Metallic 

w. %  Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc. 

U 60.4 67.3 67.2 45.6 43.7 
Zr 17.3 17.8 19.7 16.4 11.4 
Fe 9.7 1.8 0.4 26.6 32.4 
Ni 1.5 0.3 / 4.1 5.2 
Cr 2.2 0.5 0.16 5.9 7.2 
O 8.9 12.3 12.5 1.4 0.1 
Phase w. %  68 71 32 29 

Corium E2 
2900 K 

Overall Oxide Metallic 

w. %  Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc. 

U 30 61 60.55 <0.6 0.1 
Zr 9.3 19.8 18.8 <0.4 0.25 
Fe 37.9 1.2 2.9 70 72.1 
Ni 5.4 <0.2 / 12 10.7 
Cr 9.3 2.2 1.7 16.2 16.7 
O 8.1 15.1 16.0 <0.2 0.3 
Phase w. %  50 49 50 51 

ISABEL1 
3000 K 

Overall Oxide Metallic 

w. %  Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc. 

U 81 76.2 88.1 86.45 80.0 
Zr 10.6 12.6 2.7 5.2 11.6 
Fe 6.8 0.6 0.2 7.3 7.7 
O 1.6 10.5 9.06 1.05 0.6 
Phase mol. %  ~10 18 ~90 82 

MA1 
2800 K 

Overall Oxide  Metallic  

w. %  Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc. 

U 61.96 67.22 68.3 43.2 37.4 
Zr 16.36 18.0 18.3 10.5 8.8 
Fe 7.85 1.3 0.35 31.2 37.15 
Cr 2.29 0.3 0.15 9.4 10.65 
Ni 1.26 0.1 / 5.4 6.2 
O 10.28 13.1 12.9 0.3 / 

MA2 
2800 K 

Overall Oxide  Metallic  

w. %  Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc. 

U 59.0 64.4 61.3 20.2 17.2 
Zr 17.61 19.3 23.6 5.5 5.4 
Fe 7.47 1.3 0.4 51.8 53.55 
Cr 2.18 0.4 0.2 15.0 15.6 
Ni 1.14 0.3 / 7.2 8.2 
O 10.28 13.1 14.5 0.3 /  
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Gibbs energy of the liquid phase for the pure neutral species B. The 
ideal term in Equation (10) corresponds to the random configurational 
entropy on each sublattice. In the excess term (Equation (11)), the L 
parameters represent interaction between the different species in each 
sublattice. The commas separate species interacting in the same 
sublattice. 

For few binary and/or ternary systems, use of atomic scale compu-
tational methods (e.g. Density Functional Theory [DFT] coupled with a 
statistical model) was very useful to calculate thermodynamic data 
(enthalpy of formation, heat capacity for compounds, mixing enthalpy 
for solutions) to solve the lack of experimental thermodynamic data 
[37,44]. This coupling between Calphad/DFT approaches shall be more 
systematically applied in the future to improve the quality of the 
database. 

4. Examples of key systems 

The most important systems for oxide and metallic fuels as well as for 
corium applications are presented. Application calculations using these 
models will be described in section 5. 

4.1. U-Pu-O for oxide fuels 

The model of the U-Pu-O system [38] allows calculating both phase 
diagrams and all thermodynamic properties of UO2±x, PuO2-x and (U,Pu) 
O2±x (MOX) fuels. 

As an example, the oxygen potential and the vapor pressure above 
(U0.8Pu0.2)O2±x, the typical fuel composition for Fast Breeder Reactors 
(FBR) are calculated as a function of the O/(U + Pu) ratio in Fig. 4 (a) at 

Fig. 7. ISABEL1 test (a) Microstructure of the two quenched liquid phases [49]; (b) and (c): Calculated solidfication paths for both oxide and metal liquid phases.  

Fig. 8. Microstructure of corium/concrete samples [53] (a) corium 1: single quenched liquid phase; (b) corium 2: two quenched liquid phases (zones 1 and 2), 
annealed at 2500 K for 30 min and then quenched; (c) calculated solidification path for Corium1; (d) calculated solidification path for Corium 2. 
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500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 K, and (b) at 2300 K, respectively. The 
isothermal section at 2300 K and isopleth section with U/Pu = 4 are 
calculated in Fig. 4 (c) and (d), respectively. All these calculated data can 
be used for optimizing the experimental conditions (temperature and 
oxygen partial pressure) of the sintering treatment of MOX fuels in order 
to adjust the oxygen to metal ratio which has to remain in the range 
1.96–1.98. Also the MOX fuel stability can be assessed as a function of 
temperature and oxygen stoichiometry up to very high temperature. 

4.2. U-Pu-Zr for metallic fuels 

The model of the Pu-U-Zr system is based on the binary systems 
published by Kurata [46] for Pu–U, Kurata [47] for Pu–Zr and Quaini 
et al. [45] for U–Zr. Both phase diagrams and all thermodynamic 
properties of (U,Pu,Zr) fuels can be calculated with this model. As an 
example, the isothermal sections are calculated at 923 and 1123 K in 
Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. These temperatures correspond to the 
minimum and maximum values that can be reached in the metallic fuel 
pellet, at the periphery and the center, respectively, under normal 
operating conditions in a fast reactor. A typical composition of the 
metallic fuel (U-19 wt %Pu-10 wt %Zr) is reported on these diagrams. It 
can be noted that it is located in the single BCC phase area, far from the 
stability region of the β-U phase at 923 K and from the liquid phase 
stability range at 1123 K. 

4.3. U–O–Zr–Fe for corium 

The U–O–Zr–Fe system is the key system to describe the chemical 
interaction between UO2 fuel, Zr alloy cladding and steel vessel that may 
occur at high temperature during a severe accident. At lower tempera-
ture, in operating conditions, the U–O–Zr system is also of paramount 
interest to describe PCI in high burnup fuels. 

The TAF-ID database contains the recent models developed by A. 

Quaini et al. for U–O–Zr [45], Fe–O–Zr [12] and Fe–O–U [12], and by 
Kurata et al. for Fe–U–Zr systems [12]. The model of the U–O–Zr system 
takes into account recent experimental data highlighting the existence of 
a miscibility gap in the liquid state in this system as well as other data 
coming from the literature [45]. The miscibility gap comes from the U–O 
system [33,38]. From the calculated isothermal section of U–Zr–O at 
2273 K (Fig. 6(a)), the reaction between UO2 fuel and Zr cladding leads 
to the formation of a mixed oxide phase (U,Zr)O2-x in equilibrium with a 
metallic liquid (U,Zr) containing a small oxygen content. As can be seen 
in Fig. 6(b), which is at a higher temperature (2873 K), the existence of 
the miscibility gap leads to the coexistence of two metallic and oxide 
liquid phases. The zirconium alloy clad can be more or less oxidized. The 
calculated isopleth in Fig. 6(e) shows the phases forming from the re-
action between UO2 and oxidized Zr (α− Zr(O) or Hexagonal Closed 
Packed (HCP) phase containing 30 at. % O). At very high temperatures, 
the miscibility gap in the liquid state is also found to be stable. The 
composition of the liquid phases in equilibrium in the miscibility gap do 
not lie in this isopleth section. The liquid compositions are shown at 
2873 K by the calculated tielines in Fig. 6(b). As can be seen in Fig. 6(c) 
and (d), the miscibility gap in the liquid state also exists in both Fe–O–Zr 
and Fe–O–U systems but no experimental data exist on its extent. During 
a severe accident, when the corium (UO2 + Zr more or less oxidized) 
reacts with the steel (the cladding and other structural components), 
iron will mainly go in the metallic liquid phase (U,Zr,O). In such a case, 
the exact compositions of both liquid phases can be calculated with the 
present model. 

5. Validation by calculation applications 

Examples of calculations performed using the TAF-ID database are 
presented in this section for different applications: severe accident (in- 
vessel and ex-vessel corium) for LWR reactors, irradiated MOX and 
metallic fuel chemistry, metal Fuel/Clad Chemical Interaction (FCCI) for 
fast reactors. The calculations are compared with the available experi-
mental data. 

5.1. Severe accident analyses 

5.1.1. In-vessel corium 
As mentioned previously, with the incorporation of steel coming 

Fig. 9. Microstructure of sample 4 after the VF-U1 VULCANO test [54]. CRN: 
Corium Rich elements Nodule, CEM: Concrete Elements rich Matrix, ZRO: 
Zirconium Rich Object. 

Fig. 10. Calculated solidification path of liquid#1 phase  
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from the vessel into the (UO2,Zr) corium, the steel components Fe, Cr and 
Ni go into the metallic phase. Depending on the quantity of dissolved 
steel and on the oxidation rate of the Zr alloy cladding, two different 
configurations of the corium relocation in the steel vessel can be ex-
pected: the reference one where the metallic liquid layer is above the 
oxide melt, and the second configuration, in which a uranium metal 
liquid phase can relocate to the bottom of the steel vessel below the 
oxide corium while a steel rich liquid phase remains at the surface of the 
corium. As the highest heat flux is at the interface between the steel 
vessel and the metallic liquid, one can expect an increase in the risk of 
vessel damage in the second inverse configuration where the metallic 
liquid layer at the surface is thinner than in the reference configuration. 
The inversed configuration can occur due to the existence of a misci-
bility gap in the liquid state in the U–Zr–O system (see Section 4.3). This 
example illustrates the importance of a detailed reliable thermodynamic 
model of such complex systems to correctly predict the phenomenology 
of the chemical interaction between materials at very high tempera-
tures. In accident conditions similar to that of Fukushima-Daiichi, the 
lower head of the vessel is likely to fail before complete stratification. 
The intermediate stage at lower temperatures (i.e. metallic liquid and 
solid oxide) is also very important. Currently, a thermodynamic 
approach is the only method to predict these intermediate stages. 

The thermodynamic calculations are compared to analytical tests 
performed by Hofmann [48] and by Guéneau et al. [49]. In the exper-
iments by Hofmann (CORIUM A1 and E2), the components UO2, Zr and 
steel were molten by induction heating in a ThO2 crucible whereas in the 
ISABEL1 test by Guéneau et al. the materials were melted by electron 
bombardment. In both experiments, two oxide and metal liquid phases 
were obtained. The calculated compositions of both oxide and metal 
liquid phases are compared to the experimental data from Hofmann and 
Guéneau in Table 2. An overall good agreement is obtained between the 
calculations and experimental data, although the Fe and Zr content in 
the liquid phases are not always well reproduced. This could be 
explained by the fact that there is no experimental data on the misci-
bility gap in the Zr–Fe–O and U–Fe–O sub-systems. The thermodynamic 
description of the liquid phases for the in-vessel corium could be 
improved by further investigations of the miscibility gap in these two 
key sub-systems. 

The microstructures of both quenched liquid phases in the ISABEL1 
test are shown in Fig. 7(a). The solidification paths of both liquid phases 

for the ISABEL1 test are calculated in Fig. 7(b) and (c). Fig. 7(b) shows 
that during cooling, different solid phases form from the oxide liquid: 
the mixed oxide (U,Zr)O2 (~90 mol. %) and the BCC (U,Zr) and HCP 
(α-Zr(O)) metallic solid solutions. This is in agreement with the micro-
structure of the oxide rich quenched liquid (Fig. 7(a)) where the main 
phase is the mixed oxide (U,Zr)O2. The black α-Zr(O) and white pre-
cipitates enriched in uranium are present in minor amounts. 

Fig. 7(c) shows the more complex solidification path of the metallic 
liquid phase. At low temperatures, the predominant phase is FeU6, 
which is in agreement with the quenched microstructure where the 
white areas correspond to this major phase. The minor phases found 
experimentally in this region are: (U,Zr)O2, Fe2(U,Zr), α-Zr(O) (or HCP), 
Fe1U1Zr1 and Fe5U2Zr3 [49]. The results from the calculations (Fig. 7(c)) 
are in good agreement with these data, the composition of Fe1U1Zr1 
being close to the one of Fe2U3Zr4. 

A considerable experimental campaign was carried out in frame of 
the MASCA program (OECD/NEA joint project on in-vessel phenomena 
during a severe accident) [50]. Compared to the previous analytical 
experiments, these tests involve large masses of components, large 
temperature gradients and slow cooling rate of the samples. However 
the comparison between the thermodynamic calculations for the MA1 
and MA2 tests in which stratification phenomena of the corium molten 
pool were investigated, leads also to an overall good agreement. 

5.1.2. Ex-vessel corium 
For ex-vessel corium compositions, very few phase diagram data 

exist. Liquidus and solidus temperatures of corium/concrete mixtures for 
different types of concrete (limestone, siliceous, etc …) were measured 
by Roche et al. [52] but for several samples, the liquidus temperature 
could not be clearly detected and no microstructural analysis of the 
samples is available. New measurements would be needed to form a 
more definitive understanding. Calculations are performed on: i) well 
controlled heat treatments of (UO2–ZrO2)/(SiO2–CaO–Al2O3) composi-
tions with two CaO and SiO2 rich concrete compositions [53], and ii) 
VULCANO corium concrete interaction test VF-U1 with concrete 
representative of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plants [54].  

- UO2–ZrO2 / SiO2–CaO–Al2O3 system                                                     

Heat treatments on corium/concrete mixtures at well controlled 
temperatures were performed by Quaini et al. [53]. Two compositions 
were investigated with a mixture of UO2 and ZrO2 for corium, and two 
types of concrete: a limestone one (rich in CaO, corium 1 sample) and a 
siliceous one (rich in SiO2, corium 2 sample). The samples were heated 
to 2500 K for 30 min and then quenched. The microstructures of the 
samples are shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (b) for corium 1 and corium 2 
samples, respectively. As shown in Fig. 8, the calculations of the solid-
ification paths are in good agreement with the experimental data: 

For corium 1 enriched in CaO, a single liquid phase is predicted at 
2500 K and the primary solid phase to form is the mixed oxide (U,Zr,Ca) 
O2; the analysis showed the presence of (Ca,Al,Zr)3Si2O7 and (Ca,Zr, 
U)2SiO4 phases that are predicted to form by the calculations although 
the solubility of Al and Zr in these phases is not yet modelled. For corium 
2 enriched in SiO2, two liquid phases are formed at 2500 K, in agreement 
with the calculations; the small size of the phase precipitates made it 
impossible to identify precisely the phases. Only SiO2 was clearly 
identified. 

The effect of the SiO2/CaO composition of the concrete on the 
formed phases is well reproduced by our calculations.  

- VULCANO corium concrete interaction test VF-U1                                  

The VF-U1 test was performed to simulate the corium/concrete 
interaction (CCI) representative of Fukushima Daiichi 1F1 Nuclear 
Plants [54]. Prototype corium (12 Zr – 15.5 ZrO2 – 59 UO2 – 13.5 steel in 
w. %) was melted by induction heating and poured into a concrete (69.4 
SiO2 – 12.2 CaO – 12.3 Al2O3 – 6 Fe2O3 in w. %) section under air. The 

Table 3 
Elemental quantities considered for the irradiated (U,Pu)O2 Phénix fuel sample 
compositions – FP yields given in Ref. [58] normalized to 2.00 × 10− 2 for 1 % 
FIMA in burnup. Some of the fission products (in parenthesis) have been 
grouped with a representative fission product element.  

Element 1 % FIMA 
[56] 

3.8 % FIMA 
Calc. 
Darwin 

7.0 % FIMA 
Calc. 
Darwin 

11.2 % 
FIMA 
Calc. 
Darwin 

He (+Xe + Kr) 2.6305E-3 9.996E-3 1.841E-2 2.946E-2 
Cs (+Rb) 2.1687E-3 8.241E-3 1.518E-2 2.429E-2 
I (+Br) 1.8072E-4 6.867E-4 1.265E-3 2.024E-3 
Te (+Se + Sb) 3.7149 E− 4 1.4116E-3 2.6004E-3 4.1606E-3 
Ba (+Sr) 1.0442E-3 3.9679E-3 7.3092E-3 1.1695E-2 
Zr (+Nb) 1.9478E-3 7.402E-3 1.363E-2 2.182E-2 
Mo 2.1386E-3 8.127E-3 1.497E-2 2.395E-2 
Ru 2.2088E-3 8.394E-3 1.546E-2 2.474E-2 
Rh 5.8233E-4 2.213E-3 4.076E-3 6.522E-3 
Tc 5.5221E-4 2.098E-3 3.865E-3 6.185E-3 
Pd (+Ag + Cd + In 
+ Sn) 

1.6968E-3 6.4478E-3 1.1878E-2 1.9004E-2 

Ce (+Pr) 1.6265E-3 6.181E-3 1.139E-2 1.822E-2 
La (+Y + Nd) 2.3092E-3 8.7751E-3 1.6165E-2 2.5863E-2 
Gd (+Pm+ Sm +

Eu) 
5.6225E-4 2.1365E-3 3.9357E-3 6.2972E-3 

O 1.982 1.982 1.979 1.983 
U 0.79200 0.77249 0.74930 0.70472 
Pu 0.19800 0.18951 0.18070 0.18328  
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Fig. 11. (a) Calculated oxygen potential versus temperature for MOX fuels with burnups of 3.8, 7 and 11.2 % FIMA compared to the emf measurements by Matzke 
[55]; (b) Calculated oxygen to metal ratio versus temperature of the matrix (U,Pu,FPs)O2-x with FPs: Fission products; (c) Calculated average cation valency in the 
fluorite matrix versus temperature for unirradiated and 3.8 % FIMA burnup fuel. 

Fig. 12. Calculated (a) phase mole fraction for MOX fuel for the 11.2 % burnup as a function of temperature; (b) gas composition; (c) zoom showing the fission 
product phases for the 3.8 % burnup; (d) zoom showing the fission product phases for the 11.2 % burnup. 
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interaction occurred for 15 min with an initial temperature of about 
2200 K. The microstructure of the solidified corium pool (sample 4 in 
Ref. [54]) is shown in Fig. 9. The microstructure is constituted of a sil-
icon rich matrix, zirconium and uranium rich zones as well as iron rich 
regions. 

Thermodynamic calculations were performed at 2190 K using the 
overall composition of sample 4 measured by Energy Dispersive Spec-
troscopy (EDS; given in Table 2 in Ref. [54]). At 2190 K, the phases 
predicted to form from the calculations are: 

- 88.5 mol. % of an oxide liquid phase (liquid#1 with 64.3 O – 21.5 Si 
– 5.5 Al – 4.3 Ca – 2.6 U–1.8 Zr in at. %) containing the main components 
of the concrete (SiO2–CaO–Al2O3) in which a small amount of uranium 
and zirconium is dissolved. The solidification path of this liquid phase is 
presented in Fig. 10. 

According to the calculations, during cooling, zirconium and ura-
nium are rejected from the liquid phase by forming various mixed oxides 
of uranium and zirconium, either cubic ((Zr0⋅6U0⋅35Ca0.05)O2–C) at 1900 
K and (U0⋅91Zr0.09)O2–C at 1800 K) or tetragonal ((Zr0⋅83U0⋅14Ca0.03)O2- 
T at 2000 K and (Zr0⋅83U0⋅15Al0.02)O2-T at 1800 K) with different Zr/U 
ratios and containing small amounts of aluminium and calcium. This is 
in very good agreement with the EDS and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
analysis of this region of sample 4 in which tetragonal and cubic mixed 
oxides of uranium and zirconium containing small amounts of 
aluminium and calcium were found (called Corium elements Rich 
Nodules (CRN) in Ref. [54]). Moreover, the composition of the liquid at 
1600 K (64 O – 23.4 Si – 6.5 Al – 5 Ca – 0.7 U–0.4 Zr in at. %) matches well 
with the measured composition of the amorphous matrix (average ~ 59 
O – 26 Si – 5 Al – 4 Ca - 0.3 U–0.7 in at. %), called CEM (Concrete Ele-
ments rich Matrix) in Ref. [54]. We can conclude that during the CCI 
interaction, an oxide liquid phase containing the concrete components 
dissolved several percent of UO2 and ZrO2. During cooling, the mixed 
oxides have precipitated and the liquid phase has been quenched at 
about 1600 K. Also, the oxide phase found with the composition (65.1 O 
– 2.1 Al – 8.4 Si – 1.4 Ca – 17.7 Zr – 3.8 U in at. %) could correspond to the 

(Zr,U)SiO4 phase predicted to form below ~1730 K in our calculations. 
- 7.5 mol. % of (Zr0⋅8U0⋅15Ca0.05)O2; this phase could correspond to 

the observed large size ZRO (Zirconium Rich Object) or CRN regions. In 
Ref. [54], these regions were found to be heterogeneous with a high 
zirconium rich oxide ((Zr0⋅93U0.07)O2) at the center whereby content 
decreases towards the edge, up to an average composition (U0⋅5Zr0.5) 
O2 having a two-phase microstructure containing a mixture of U and Zr 
rich mixed oxides and a small amount of minor elements (i.e., Si, Ca, 
Al, …). The calculations show that during cooling, the mixed oxide 
(Zr0⋅8U0⋅15Ca0.05)O2 decomposes into several cubic and tetragonal 
mixed oxides with different Zr/U ratios, which could explain the 
presence of these oxide phases with different compositions. At 1400 K, 
69 mol. % of (Zr0⋅95U0⋅03Ca0.02)O2-T, 13 mol. % of (U0⋅92Ca0⋅06Zr0.01) 
O2 and 18 mol. % of (Zr0⋅74Ca0⋅16U0.10)O2-x are predicted to form, 
which could correspond to CRN and ZRO zones in Ref. [54]. 

- 4 mol. % of a metallic liquid phase (liquid#2 with 36 Si – 28 Fe – 27 
Cr – 9 Ni in at. %). This could correspond to the iron rich metallic 
droplets found in sample 4 in Ref. [54] whose exact composition is not 
given. The main components are Fe and Ni. Cr, S, P and Cu are found as 
minor elements. In Refs. [54], the authors mention that this alloy is 
made of martensite because the only phase detected by XRD is BCC. In 
the calculations, a large amount of silicon is found, which is in 
disagreement with the analysis. The phases that are predicted to form at 
1300 K are: (Fe,Cr)Si, Cr3Si and FCC (Ni,Fe,Cr) and BCC (Fe,Si,Cr,Ni) 
solid solutions. 

These results show that during the corium/concrete interaction, two 
immiscible liquid phases form, the oxide liquid matrix containing the 
main concrete components and a small amount of uranium and zirco-
nium, and the metallic liquid phase mainly constituted of the steel ele-
ments. The uranium and zirconium corium components are mainly 
located in the (Zr,U)O2 mixed oxide large nodules in which a small 
amount of calcium and aluminium is dissolved. Calculations considering 
the solidification of each phase from 2190 K reproduces well the formed 
phases in the VF-U1 VULCANO test. 

Fig. 13. Calculated phase diagrams of Cs–I (a). Cs–O [37] (b). Cs-Te [41] (c). Cs2MoO4–MoO3 [12] (d) and Pd–Te [43] (e) systems with the TAF-ID database. The 
compositions are in atomic fraction. 
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5.2. Irradiated oxide MOX fuel chemistry 

To illustrate the capabilities of the TAF-ID database, calculations on 
MOX fuels containing 20 % PuO2 irradiated in the Phénix reactor with 
different burnups (fuel utilization) ranging from 3.8 to 11.2 % FIMA 
(Fissions per Initial Metal Atom: fraction of fuel atoms that underwent 
fission) are presented. This example was chosen because oxygen po-
tential measurements by Matzke et al. [55] are available on these irra-
diated fuel samples as well as on the unirradiated oxide (U0.8Pu0.2)1.98 
sample to study the effect of burnup. 

For the thermodynamic calculations, the input data for the chemical 
compositions of the irradiated fuels at 3.8, 7 and 11.2 % FIMA are based 
on the elemental yields of fission products in a Phénix fuel pin calculated 
by the Darwin code [56–58] (Table 3). 

5.2.1. Oxygen potential versus burnup 
The oxygen potentials for the three irradiated fuels and for the un-

irradiated MOX (U0.8Pu0.2)1.98 are calculated in Fig. 11 (a) and 
compared to the experimental data measured by emf (electromotive 
force measurements) by Matzke et al. [55]. 

The calculated and experimental data for the unirradiated fuel 
(U0.8Pu0.2)O1.982 are in very good agreement, which validates the Cal-
phad model on the U-Pu-O system [38]. A very good agreement is also 
obtained for the 3.8 % burnup. For higher burnups of 7 and 11.2 %, the 
calculated oxygen potential data are ~40 kJ/mol higher than the 
experimental values, corresponding to a relative deviation of about 
9–10%. The present results show that the oxygen potential increases 
significantly with burnup in agreement with the literature data, because 
the fission products do not combine all the oxygen from the fission ac-
tinides [55,59]. 

The initial oxygen to metal ratio of the fuel is around 1.98. As shown 
in Fig. 11(b), the calculated oxygen stoichiometry of the fluorite matrix 
of the irradiated fuels increases with burnup up to values close to 2. The 
fluorite matrix remains slightly hypo-stoichiometric in oxygen with an 
oxygen to metal ratio close to 2 at low temperature that significantly 
decreases with increasing temperature up to ~1.99 for the three burn-
ups at 2750 K. The oxygen potential is very sensitive to the initial oxygen 
to metal ratio. By taking 1.975 instead of 1.983 for the initial O/M ratio 
at 11.2% burnup, the agreement is very good with the experimental 
oxygen potential data. A slight decrease in the overall oxygen content of 
the fuel is a realistic assumption when considering the very high tem-
perature level in the center of the pellet, which causes vaporization of 
uranium oxides in this region. Moreover, the large temperature gradient 
in the fuel pellet leads to the migration of many chemical elements along 
the pellet radius. One of the consequences is that the volatile fission 
products Cs, I, Te, Mo, Pd migrate into the rim of the fuel pellet to form a 
layer enriched in fission products called JOG. This phenomenon be-
comes more and more predominant with increasing burnup and affects 
the local fission product composition and thus the oxygen potential of 
the fuel. This could also explain the discrepancies for the 7 and 11.2 % 
burnups. 

In Fig. 11(c), the average valencies of the cations in the fluorite 
matrix are calculated in both the unirradiated dioxide (U0.8Pu0.2)O1.982 
and 3.8 % burnup fuel. In our model, the fluorite matrix is described by 
the following three sublattice model: 

(U3+,U4+,U5+,Pu3+,Pu4+,Zr4+,Zr2+,Ce3+,Ce4+,La3+,Gd3+)(O2− , 
Va)2(O2− ,Va) 

In (U0.8Pu0.2)O1.982, when the oxygen to metal ratio is lower than 2, 
at low temperature, the valencies of uranium and plutonium are 4 and 
3.8, respectively. In the irradiated fuel, the lanthanides La and Gd are 
3+, zirconium remains 4+, and cerium valency is 3+ at low tempera-
tures and increases with temperature. To compensate these low valency 
states of the fission products, both uranium and plutonium are oxidized 
up to ~4.02 and 4, respectively, at low temperature. This increase in the 
U5+ and Pu4+ content explains the increase in the oxygen potential and 
oxygen stoichiometry of the fuel matrix with burnup. 

In the following section, the chemistry of the other fission products is 
investigated. 

5.2.2. Fission product phases and solid/liquid transitions 

5.2.2.1. Phase equilibria in the 11.2 % FIMA irradiated fuel. In Fig. 12(a), 
the molar percentages of the major phases (the fluorite matrix denoted 
C1, the liquid and the gas phases) in the irradiated fuel with 11.2 % 
burnup are calculated as a function of temperature. The gas composition 
is given in Fig. 12(b). The fuel is mainly constituted of the fluorite matrix 
(U,Pu,Ce,La,Gd,Zr)O2-x, where lanthanides and zirconium are dissolved. 
Small fractions of secondary phases are formed (Fig. 12(d)). For the 
solutions, the main constituting elements in the phases are indicated in 
parenthesis according to decreasing values of the concentrations. All the 
compositions are given in at. %. 

From 900 to 1500 K, the fission products are located in the following 
phases:  

- Cs2MoO4 which melts at 1100 K following a eutectic reaction 
(Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4, = LIQ#2), leading to the formation of the 
oxide liquid denoted LIQ#2 enriched in (Cs, O, I, Mo, Ba);  

- The perovskite phase BaZrO3, one of the main phases, that melts at 
2416 K;  

- The HCP metallic solution enriched in (Ru, Tc, Mo, Pd) whose 
composition varies significantly with temperature and is one of the 
main phases; its melting occurs at 2187 K; 

- ZrO2-m (monoclinic) which is stable up to 1400 K. Above this tem-
perature, zirconium is dissolved in the fluorite matrix according to 
the UO2–ZrO2 phase diagram [45];  

- The gas phase containing mainly CsI; 
- A metallic liquid phase LIQ#1 enriched in (Pd, Te, Mo). The for-

mation of this liquid at such low temperature can be explained by the 
existence of a low temperature eutectic in the Pd–Te system (Fig. 13);  

- BaMoO4, which is consistent with the work done by Muromura et al. 
[60] on SIMFUEL samples showing that for oxygen potential of 
around − 300 kJ/mol at 1673 K, both perovskite and BaMoO4 phases 
precipitate as secondary oxide phases;  

- Small amounts of intermetallic compounds MoRh, MoRh3 and 
Pd20Te7 which are progressively incorporated in the metallic HCP 
and LIQ#1 phases, respectively; 

At higher temperatures (T > 1500 K).  

- The irradiated fuel is constituted of the (U,Pu,FP)O2-x matrix with 
small fractions of oxide liquid LIQ#2, metallic HCP and perovskite 
oxide precipitates, and metallic liquid LIQ#1;  

- The gas whose fraction increases with temperature incorporates 
more and more species (CsI, CsTe, Cs2MoO4, Cs, Te, Pd .). It causes 
the decrease in the Te and Cs contents in LIQ#1 and LIQ#2, 
respectively;  

- Above 1800 K, the metallic liquid LIQ#1 fraction steeply increases 
due to the HCP metallic precipitates melting (at 2187 K);  

- The perovskite phase Ba(Zr,U,Mo)O3 incorporates a few percent of 
uranium and molybdenum up to its melting at 2416 K;  

- At 2600 K, the stable secondary phases are: LIQ#2 (O, Mo, Ba, Cs, 
Pu), gas (Cs, Cs2MoO4, Te, Pd, CsI, CsTe, UO3, BaO …), LIQ#1 (Ru, 
Pd, O, Rh, Mo, Tc, Pu);  

- The fuel matrix starts to melt at 2743 K. The resulting oxide liquid 
fraction increases up to the liquidus temperature (2998 K).  

- At 3000 K, the two immiscible liquids, metallic (Ru, Mo, O, Pd, Rh, 
Tc, Pu) LIQ#1 and oxide (O,U,Pu …) LIQ#2 are in equilibrium with 
the gas (Cs, Pd, UO3, Te, CsI, Cs2MoO4, UO2 …), which is quite 
common in metal-oxygen systems where miscibility gaps in the 
liquid state are often observed. 
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The formation of small amounts of both metallic and oxide liquid 
phases at T < 1500 K can be explained by the low melting point of 
compounds containing cesium, iodine and tellurium as well as eutectic 
reactions existing in those systems as shown in Fig. 13. 

Unfortunately, no results on the microstructural characterization of 
these irradiated MOX fuels were found. So a comparison with charac-
terizations performed on other irradiated MOX fuels is performed. 

The calculations can be compared with characterizations on similar 
irradiated MOX fuels using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Elec-
tron Probe Micro-Analysis (EPMA) and more recently Transmission 
Electron Microscopy (TEM) [61–63]. 

In the MOX fuel (initially containing 20 % Pu) irradiated in the 
POUSSIX experiment (burnup 9 % FIMA) [62], the following pre-
cipitates were observed: 

- The HCP precipitates also called FMPs (Five Metal Particles), con-
taining (Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd). The calculated composition in at. % at 
2100 K (Mo 11.9 - Tc 11 - Ru 57.8 - Rh 10 - Pd 9.3) is in good 
agreement with the measurement (Mo 17.6 - Tc 13.2 - Ru 58 - Rh 4.8 
- Pd 6.4);  

- The perovskite precipitates (Ba,Cs)(U,Zr,Pu)O3 which vary in 
composition of Cs, U and Pu depending on the location in the fuel. 
The formation of the ceramic phase Ba(Zr,U)O3 is predicted by our 
calculations. A good agreement is found although the calculations 

underestimate the U content (exp.: 6.9/calc.: 2.6 at. % at 2100 K, ~5 
at. % at 2400 K). Larger discrepancies are found when cesium and 
plutonium are dissolved in the precipitates because the solubility of 
cesium and plutonium is not yet modelled in our database;  

- Ceramic phases containing (Ba 3.8 – Cs 6.6 – U 3.5 - Mo 12.5 – Te 9.0 
– O 63 at. %). This composition is not far from the LIQ#2 one 
calculated at 2100 K: (Ba 5.9 – Cs 17.4 – Mo 15.1 – O 61), which 
corresponds to a mixture of (Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4 + MoO3) species. 

In POUSSIX, a fuel/steel cladding interaction occurred leading to the 
formation of a steel-Mo-Pd rich layer. This is consistent with the high 
volatility of Pd above 1600 K found in our calculations (Fig. 12(b)). It 
can be assumed that palladium migrated towards the rim zone of the fuel 
and interacted with the cladding forming Fe–Pd phases (observed in 
POUSSIX). Also, the fuel gap was filled with Cs–Ba–Mo oxitelluride and 
Cs uranate phases, whose composition is close to the one of LIQ#2 in our 
calculations. The presence of these phases could be explained by the 
migration of gas, LIQ#1 (Pd,Te) and LIQ#2 (Cs,Mo,I,Ba,Mo) phases 
towards the fuel gap. 

In the MOX fuel containing 30 % Pu irradiated at 13.7 % FIMA, 
Parrish et al. [61] observed the following secondary phases:  

- The HCP metallic FMPs precipitates (Mo 6.4 - Tc 13.8 - Ru 57 - Rh 
17.1 - Pd 3.8 at. %); the calculated composition at 1500 K (Mo 17.8 – 
Tc 11.2 – Ru 49.5 – Rh 13 – Pd 8.5 at. %) is in overall good agreement 
although the measured Mo content is much lower; 

Table 4 
Calculated solid/liquid temperature transitions in (U0.8Pu0.2)1.98 and irradiated fuels compared to the data from Hirosawa et al. [66]. The calculated O/M ratio of the 
fuel matrix is reported in parenthesis at both solidus and liquidus T. The calculations were performed either with all the phases (first case) or considering the fuel matrix 
alone (second case).  

Fuel Calc. incipient melting T  
of the fuel matrix (K) 
All phases 

Calc. Liquidus T (K) 
All phases 

Calc. Liquidus  
(T (U0.8Pu0.2)1.98 

- T irrad. fuel) 
(K)  
All phases 

Exp. melting T  
Hirosawa [66]  
for 30% Pu (K) 

Calc. solidus T of the  
fuel matrix alone (K) 

Calc. Liquidus T of the fuel  
matrix alone (K) 

(U0.8Pu0.2)1.98 3069 (1.982) 3107 (1.958)     
3.8% 2721 (1.99) 3069 (1.97) 38 3049 ± 35 3000 3079 
7% 2754 (1.99) 3040 (1.98) 67 3027± 35 2975 3060 
11.2% 2761 (1.99) 2998 (1.98) 109 3010 ± 35 2939 3034  

Fig. 14. Calculated incipient melting of the fuel matrix (blue square) and liq-
uidus temperature (blue circle) for MOX fuel with 20 % Pu as a function of 
burnup with all phases. Calculated solidus (green square) ans liquidus tem-
peratures (green circle) of the fuel matrix containing fission products alone. 
Comparison with the experimental data by Hirosawa et al. [66] on 30 % Pu 
MOX fuel (red square). (For interpretation of the references to color in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 15. Calculated phase diagram between a typical metal fuel (U-19 wt%Pu- 
10 wt%Zr) and iron Fe. The liquidus and solidus lines are marked in red and 
blue. Respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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- Pd-rich precipitates (Pd 70–25.5 Te – 5 U at. %) found in the cooler 
region at the rim of the pellet. These precipitates could correspond to 
the liquid phase LIQ#1 (Pd 68 – Te 17.4 – Mo 8.4 – Tc 3.1 – Ru 2.6 at. 
%) in our calculations. And as suggested by the authors, the migra-
tion of the volatile fission products in the gas and liquid phase could 
lead to the formation of Pd–Te rich phases in the fuel/cladding gap;  

- Small perovskite precipitates whose composition could not be 
analyzed. 

Less numerous secondary phases were observed by Parrish. This 
could be due to a relatively low centerline temperature of 1500 K 
compared to a more typical value of 2200 K. 

It can be concluded that even if the present calculations were per-
formed using the overall fuel composition, which does not take into 
account the mass transport of the elements within the fuel pellet, the 
main phases are well predicted by the calculations. 

Moreover the migration of the small fractions of metallic and oxide 
liquid phases predicted by our calculations could explain the composi-
tion of the fission products enriched zones (JOG) that are observed in the 
fuel/gap region. This can be achieved thanks to the full modelling of the 
solid and liquid solutions in the TAF-ID database. 

In a recent work by Samuelson et al. [64], calculations have been 
performed with the TAF-ID database on the NESTOR3 irradiated fuel 
taking into account the local composition of the fission products along 
the pellet radius. An overall good agreement with the characterizations 
was obtained. Recently, a coupling of the TAF-ID and the Open Calphad 
code with the GERMINAL Fuel Performance Code has been performed, 
which allows taking into account the element mass transport (section 
5.4.4) [65]. It is expected that this detailed modelling will improve the 
prediction of the thickness of this FP enriched layer (JOG), which affects 
the fuel thermal conductivity and therefore the temperature distribution 
in the fuel pellet [65]. Also, preliminary calculations with the TAF-ID on 
the corrosion of the cladding by these fission products is ongoing in 
GERMINAL to further predict the life time of the cladding materials in 
Sodium Cooled Fast Reactors (SFR). 

5.2.2.2. Influence of the burnup on the fission product phases. The frac-
tions of the secondary phases in the 3.8 % FIMA irradiated fuel are 
calculated in Fig. 12(b) and can be compared to the results for the 11.2 
% FIMA in Fig. 12(c). As expected, the total fraction of secondary phases 
is lower for a decreasing burnup. 

At low temperature (T < 1500 K), the phases at 3.8 % burnup are.  

- The perovskite BaZrO3, which melts at 2414 K;  
- The LIQ#2 phase containing (Cs, O, Te, Mo, I), which is a mixture of 

(Cs2Te + Cs2MoO4 + CsI);  
- The HCP phase enriched in (Ru, Mo, Tc, Pd), which melts at 2180 K;  
- The gas phase;  

- The FCC phase with (Pd, Mo, Tc, Ru), which melts at 1500 K leading 
to the formation of the metallic liquid phase LIQ#1 enriched in (Pd, 
Cs, Mo, Te, Ru, Tc, Rh);  

- Cs6Zr7O17, Pu2Zr2O7 oxides and MoRh compounds. 

Fig. 16. Calculated phase diagrams of Fe–U (a) and Fe–Pu (b) systems using the TAF-ID database [12]. The compositions are in atomic fraction.  

Fig. 17. Reaction zone at the U-5Fs fuel/cladding interface [69].  
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At this lower burnup, BaMoO4 is not predicted to form, which is 
consistent with the lower oxygen potential (see Muromura et al. [60]). 
The main oxide phase is the perovskite. Also, the fraction of Cs2MoO4 is 
negligible. Consequently, the LIQ#2 relative fraction is lower than for 
the 11.2 % FIMA burnup. Furthermore, Cs6Zr7O17 and Pu2Zr2O7 oxides 
form instead of ZrO2-m probably due to the lower oxygen potential. At 
high temperature, zirconium is dissolved in the fluorite matrix. 

Concerning the metallic phases, there is no metallic LIQ#1 phase 
below ~1300 K. Instead, the FCC phase is stable together with the HCP 
phase which is consistent with the work of Muromura et al. [60]. 

Kleykamp et al. [63] studied the composition and structure of 
metallic (HCP, BCC and FCC) and perovskite phases as a function of 
initial O/M ratio and burnup of irradiated oxide fuels. The molybdenum 
content of the metallic phases strongly depends on the local oxygen 
potential of the fuel, which is fixed by its initial O/M ratio and burnup. 
The higher the oxygen potential (and the O/M ratio), the lower is the 
molybdenum fraction in the HCP phase. This is in agreement with our 
calculations at 1973 K in which the Mo content in the HCP phase is of 
24.3 at. % for 3.8 % FIMA and 14.2 at. % for 11.2 % FIMA. Also, ac-
cording to Kleykamp et al. [63], both HCP and FCC phases are stable at 
high burnup, which is consistent with our results for 3.8 % FIMA. For 
11.2 % FIMA, no FCC was found but instead a metallic liquid phase 
having the same composition was predicted to form, which may pre-
cipitate the FCC phase on cooling. 

5.2.2.3. Influence of burnup on the melting temperature. The margin to 
melting of the fuel must be well predicted for safety related studies and 
to model the fuel thermal conductivity. 

In a first step, the calculations on irradiated fuels were performed 
with all the phases, as in Fig. 12. As small amounts of liquid phases form 
at low temperature, the incipient melting temperature of the fuel matrix 
is reported instead of the solidus temperature. It corresponds to the 
temperature at which the matrix (U,Pu,FP)O2 starts to melt. 

The calculated incipient melting and liquidus temperature data for 
(U0.8Pu0.2)O1.982 and for the three irradiated fuels are reported in 
Table 4 and plotted in Fig. 14. The calculated temperatures are 
compared with the experimental data of Hirosawa et al. [66], based on 
measurements on irradiated fuels (with 28–30 wt % Pu) using the 
thermal arrest method. 

The calculated liquidus temperatures of irradiated fuels are lower 
than for unirradiated (U0.8Pu0.2)1.98 oxide and decrease with burnup. A 
linear dependence with burnup is found as for the melting temperature 
measurements by Hirosawa et al. [66]. In their work, Hirosawa et al. 
[66] report a single melting temperature that corresponds to the solidus 
temperature in their measurements. The calculated incipient melting 
temperatures for the irradiated fuel matrix are in disagreement with 
these experimental data leading to much lower values (~2720–2760 K), 
which do not vary significantly with burnup. These discrepancies may 
be due to the existence of eutectic reactions between the fuel matrix (U, 
Pu,FP)O2 and secondary fission product phases. 

To check this assumption, in a second step, the solidus and liquidus 
temperatures of the fuel matrix (U,Pu,FP)O2 alone (with its composition 
at 2700 K) were calculated (in green in Fig. 14). In that case, the solidus 
temperatures compare very well with the experimental data for irradi-
ated fuels with 30 % Pu. The liquidus temperatures are slightly higher 
than in the first case where we considered all the phases. Consideration 
of only the fuel matrix in the calculations is supported by the fact that 
the fraction and size of the secondary phases are very low. Thus, the 
possible reaction between the fuel matrix and these small precipitates 
may be a local phenomenon, which may not be detected in a thermal 
arrest test. It shows that to estimate the margin to melting of the irra-
diated MOX fuels, the calculations have to be performed considering the 
fuel matrix containing the dissolved fission products alone. The solidus 
and liquidus temperatures of irradiated MOX fuels decrease with the 
concentration of dissolved fission products, which increase with burnup. 
More systematic calculations could be performed with the TAF-ID as a 
function of Pu content and burnup. Also, more measurements on irra-
diated samples would be very useful to continue this comparison and 
conclude on the validation of our calculations. 

The present calculations on irradiated MOX fuels show the value of 
the TAF-ID database, which allows to predict all the thermodynamic 

Fig. 18. Calculated mole fraction of the major phases which form during the 
interaction between the U-5Fs fuel and stainless steel. 

Fig. 19. Calculated mole fraction of the minor phases which form during the interaction between the U-5Fs fuel and stainless steel containing (a) Mo, Ru, Rh (b) Ce, 
Nd, Zr, Pd. 
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data (oxygen potential, vapor partial pressures …), the chemical 
composition of the fuel matrix and secondary phases, and temperatures 
of phase transitions for oxide fuels with different burnups under normal 
and off-normal conditions. The good agreement with the available 
experimental data shows the high degree of maturity of the database. 
But more experimental measurements would be helpful to continue this 
validation procedure. 

5.3. Metallic fuels 

5.3.1. (U-Pu-Zr) fuel/Fe interaction 
An important factor for designing a metal fuel for fast reactors is the 

chemical interaction between the metal fuel and Stainless Steel (SS) 
cladding, FCCI. For the design under normal operation and transient 
conditions, the identification of the eutectic liquefaction temperature 

and phase relations around the eutectic between the metal fuel and the 
SS cladding is indispensable. As an application, the phase diagram be-
tween a typical metallic fuel (U-19 wt % Pu-10 wt % Zr) and iron as a 
representative of the SS is plotted in Fig. 15. This type of diagram allows 
the prediction of the lowest temperature for liquid formation as a 
function of the quantity of iron that would react with the metal fuel. The 
lowest temperature is calculated at 751 K for about 66 mol. % of Fe. This 
very low value is due to the existence of very low eutectic reactions in 
both Fe–Pu (700 K: Liq = Fe2Pu + FePu6) and Fe–U (1000 K: Liq = Fe2U 
+ FeU6) (Fig. 16). This suggests that a limited amount of Pu-rich liquid 
might be partially formed in a part of the diffusion path between the 
metal fuel and the SS in high burnup conditions. 

The same calculation considering the SS cladding (Fe-12 wt % Ni-17 
wt % Cr) instead of pure iron Fe leads to 730 K for the lowest temper-
ature for liquid formation for 39 % mol. stainless steel (here, the Ni–Pu 
binary system is not yet modelled). An important factor is the solid/ 
liquid ratio in the expected diffusion path between the metal fuel and the 
SS cladding. Hence, the detailed understanding for the liquid amount in 
solid/liquid mixture regions of these phase diagram will be very useful 
for improving the metal fuel design. 

Fig. 20. Micrograph showing where the EDS analyse were performed [69]. A 
comparison with the calculations is presented.  

• Point H, acquired in an area of the fuel with a low content of Fe is in good 
agreement with FeU6 predicted by the calculations;  

• Point G, a Zr rich precipitate containing Ni, U, and Si. Though Si was not 
considered in the calculations, the TAF-ID predicts a minor phase consisting 
of Zr2Ni. The U content observed experimentally could be an influence of the 
surrounding U matrix;  

• Point F, measured in a region where different precipitates were observed. 
The experimental composition could correspond to a mixture of the minor 
phases predicted by the TAF-ID: Ce–Nd, NiZr, NdPd, and the surrounding 
matrix. As indicated in Ref. [69], the Ce–Nd and NdPd phases were observed 
separately in this sample.  

• Point E, acquired on a region of the fuel adjacent to the cladding. The 
measured composition could correspond to (Fe,Cr,Ni)2U in agreement with 
the Fe2U phase predicted by the TAF-ID. 

Fig. 21. The uranium-aluminium phase diagram is shown as computed from 
the TAF-ID [12,75]. The compositions are in atomic fraction. 

Fig. 22. The aluminium-magnesium phase diagram is shown as calcualted by 
the TAF-ID [12,77,78]. The compositions are in atomic fraction. 
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5.3.1.1. U-5Fs/steel cladding interaction. Fuel Cladding Chemical Inter-
action (FCCI) in an irradiated U-5Fissium (U-5Fs) sample is investigated. 
The U-5Fs fuel, which mimics the composition of the fuel used in the 
experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II) [67,68], consists of uranium 
alloyed with 6 elements (i.e., Mo, Ru, Rh, Pd, Zr, and Nb here neglected) 
in a stainless steel 316 cladding [69]. After irradiation, one of these fuel 
elements was thoroughly characterised by SEM-EDS, with an emphasis 
on FCCI. The pre- and post-irradiation composition and dimensions of 
the sample, along with characterization results are available in 
Ref. [69]. Five major zones of chemical interaction were identified in the 
fuel/cladding interface which main characteristics are summarized in 
Fig. 17. There is a reaction zone (C + B) of ~150 μm thickness in which a 
few percent of Fe and Ni have diffused. 

Thermodynamic calculations with the TAF-ID database have been 
performed on the U-5Fs sample at 813 K. The phases which form during 
the interaction with an increasing amount of Stainless Steel are calcu-
lated in Fig. 18 (for the main phases) and in Fig. 19 (for the minor phases 
with (a) Mo, Ru, Rh and (b) Ce, Nd and Zr). 

The unaffected fuel by the reaction with the cladding is constituted of 
a matrix of uranium (orthorhombic) with a small fraction of U2Ru, 
U2Mo, Mo2Zr, MoRh, NdPd compounds and (Ce,Nd) DHCP solution 
precipitates. 

During the interaction with the stainless steel, the main phases pre-
dicted to form are: FeU6, Fe2U, U7Ni9, U6Ni, (Fe,Mo,Cr)2Zr. Also small 
fractions of additional BCC#2 (Mo,Nd,Cr) solution, NiZr, Zr2Ni and FCC 
(Ce,Nd) solution are also calculated from the interaction with (Cr and 
Ni) from the cladding. 

These results from the calculations are compared to two sets of 
experimental results: Fe and Ni X-ray maps, and semi-quantitative EDS 
analyses [69]. 

From the Fe and Ni X-ray maps, Harp et al. identified a rich Fe layer 
located right next to the cladding on the fuel side (zone C in Fig. 17) and 
a Fe–U interaction region (zone B indicated in Fig. 17), that extends for 
more than 100 μm into the fuel. According to calculations, these two 
layers could correspond to Fe2U and FeU6, respectively. Further support 
to this conclusion is presented in the semi-quantitative EDS/calculations 
comparison, below. As for Ni, the corresponding X-ray map presents a 
Ni-depleted region in the cladding, a rich Ni phase at the fuel/cladding 
interface, and an homogeneous distribution of Ni further into the fuel. 
TAF-ID calculations predict two main U–Ni phases: a Ni-rich phase with 
composition U7Ni9, which could correspond to the Ni rich layer next to 
the cladding, and a U rich phase, U6Ni, which could be the region where 
Ni is homogeneously distributed in the fuel. 

Semi-quantitative EDS analyses done on the same region where the 
X-ray maps were acquired, are summarized in Fig. 20 also adapted from 
Ref. [69]. 

In conclusion, and considering that EDS composition analyses are 
semi-quantitative, the phases predicted by the calculations with the 
TAF-ID in the region in interaction with the SS cladding are in qualita-
tive good agreement with the experimental observations. It constitutes a 
first step to support the interpretation of the interaction in which ki-
netics must play a role. More accurate measurements would be useful to 
go further in the comparison. Also a deep experimental investigation of 
the phase diagrams of these systems is required to improve the models in 
the TAF-ID only based on the description of the binary sub-systems. 

5.4. Thermodynamic data as a basis for thermal physical and kinetic 
properties and for coupling to multi-physics codes 

The coupling of thermodynamic models to other physical models 
(diffusion, mass transport, thermal diffusion, thermalhydraulics …) is a 
promising approach to develop multi-physic computational tools to get a 
more realistic prediction of the high temperature behaviour of nuclear 
materials. A few examples are presented in this section. 

5.4.1. Thermal conductivity of U–Mo fuels 
Unlike power reactors, the objective of a research and test reactor is 

generally not to produce a large amount of heat, but rather to provide a 
neutron source that may be used for neutron diffraction experiments, 
isotope production or other material irradiations. One particular fuel 
design that has experienced significant research and development is 
uranium-molybdenum (U–Mo), which is often dispersed in a host matrix 
of aluminium (Al) or magnesium (Mg). In both designs, the fuel is clad in 
Al. These two particular designs are currently being investigated as Low 
Enriched Uranium (LEU) replacements for previous designs that 
employed Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) to address non-proliferation 
concerns [70-72]. 

The survivability of U–Mo/Al and U–Mo/Mg fuels is strongly 
dependent on changes to their microstructure as a result of any phase 
transitions that may occur at elevated temperatures and the effects of 
irradiation. For instance, the inter-diffusion of atoms between U–Mo 
kernels and the bulk Al matrix in U–Mo/Al fuel results in the formation 
of an interaction layer which is primarily UAl3 [73]. The stability of this 
phase is illustrated in the U–Al phase diagram shown in Fig. 21. The 
formation of this interaction layer has two detrimental effects on fuel 
performance: 1) it reduces the bulk thermal conductivity thereby 
increasing the maximum temperature; and 2) the thermal expansion 
coefficient is quite different from the bulk fuel material resulting in 
excessive swelling. Post-irradiation examination of irradiated U–Mo/Al 
fuel has determined that the two foregoing factors have contributed to 
failures of U–Mo/Al fuel [74]. 

As an alternative design to U–Mo/Al fuel, U–Mo/Mg fuel is being 
investigated at the Canadian Nuclear Laboratories for use as a driver fuel 
in research and test reactors. The primary impetus of replacing Al with 
Mg as the host matrix is because Mg is immiscible with U and Mo. 

While neither U nor Mo readily react with Mg within the bulk fuel 
material, Mg does however react with Al, which is the primary 
alloying element of the cladding. Several intermetallic phases may 
form, which are illustrated in the Al–Mg phase diagram in Fig. 22. 
Neutron diffraction measurements by Xiao and Wang [76] have 
confirmed the formation of beta and gamma intermetallic phases be-
tween the U–Mo/Mg fuel and Al-cladding; however, the formation of 
these phases have not resulted in fracture of the fuel and cladding 
materials in laboratory tests [76]. 

Thermodynamic calculations have assisted thermal diffusivity mea-
surements of U–Mo/Mg fuel using a Laser Flash Analysis (LFA) tech-
nique [79]. While the LFA method provides thermal diffusivity data, 
thermal conductivity is a more valuable parameter to be used in heat 
transfer calculations. Therefore, one must have a relationship for both 

Fig. 23. Calculated specific heat capacity of U–Mo/Mg using the TAF-ID.  
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density and the specific heat capacity at constant pressure in order to 
convert thermal diffusivity to thermal conductivity. Thermodynamic 
calculations with TAF-ID were made on U–Mo/Mg fuel based on the 
constituent phase compositions measured via neutron diffraction to 
compute the thermal conductivity of the fuel [79]. This overall effort 
helped support safety analyses of U–Mo/Mg fuel irradiations at CNL. 

Specific heat capacity values of U–Mo/Mg was computed for two 
different compositions using the TAF-ID (Fig. 23). This was used to 
compute thermal conductivity from thermal diffusivity measurements, 
which were ultimately used for in-reactor safety analyses [79]. 

5.4.2. Diffusion properties of UO2 and MOX fuels 
The DICTRA code is a computational code that couples a Calphad 

type thermodynamic database to a mobility database, allowing the 
modelling of diffusion data for multi-component materials as well as 
simulation of phase transitions controlled by diffusion. As an example, 
the thermodynamic model on the (U,Pu)O2±x mixed oxide [12,38] was 
coupled to a mobility database for oxygen [80,81]. With such coupled 
thermochemistry-kinetic model, it is then possible to calculate all 
diffusion data (self and chemical diffusion coefficients) for oxygen in the 
(U,Pu)O2±x mixed oxide for any Pu content, oxygen stoichiometry and 
temperature. The advantage of this approach is also that both thermo-
dynamic and diffusion properties are linked by a simple point defect 
model (oxygen vacancy and interstitial). This computational tool can 
then be used to perform one dimensional simulations, as for instance, of 
a diffusion couple experiment or of the oxygen stoichiometry change 
during heat treatments [80,81]. The development of the mobility 
database for plutonium and uranium is ongoing. Thus, a full 
thermo-kinetic model on (U,Pu)O2±x mixed oxide will be soon available. 
The calculated diffusion data could be used for the optimization of the 
experimental conditions during MOX sintering and as input data for the 
mass transport models in fuel performance codes. 

5.4.3. Coupling thermodynamics with phase-field 
Phase-field models, typically applied to interfacial energy driven 

phenomena offer ready integration with Calphad free energies through 
their derivations [82,83]. This integration extends the range of appli-
cability of the thermodynamic potential which generally correspond to 
bulk equilibrium, to nanoscale objects which are perturbed from the 
bulk equilibrium by interfacial effects or local heterogeneity. Addi-
tionally, they provide a ready link between chemical potential driven 
mass transport as described above with a phase change, such as 
diffusion-controlled interlayer growth between UMo/Mg fuel with Al 
cladding. The free energy of the system may be written in terms of the 
local state variables, e.g.: the concentration of species i, ci, and the local 
phase, φα: 

A=

∫

V

a(ci,φα) + aσ(φα,∇φβ) (12)  

where a(ci,φα) is the composite Helmholtz free energy density, and 
aσ(φα,∇φβ) is a function which includes interfacial energies and controls 
the interface width [80]. The composite free energy density is formed 
from the weighted sum of the pure phase grand potentials, which avoids 
implicit interfacial energy contributions [84]. 

This model was applied to interdiffusion of the fuel meat – Al clad-
ding interface in U–Mo/Mg fuels, to capture the growth of the inter-
metallic layers. The thermodynamic properties from the TAF-ID 
database were used. The stoichiometric Al3Mg2 phase was approximated 
for computational purposes [85]. The composite function corresponds to 
the coexistence of Al-FCC and Al3Mg2. The system evolves to minimize 
the total free energy through interdiffusion of Al and Mg driven by 
gradients in their chemical potentials, and growth of the intermetallic 
layers according to the composite free energy surface. 

5.4.4. Coupling thermodynamics with fuel performance codes 

5.4.4.1. BISON. Progress has been made in coupling parts of the TAF-ID 
database with the nuclear fuel performance code BISON [86]. The 
THERMOCHIMICA software [87] was used to compute thermodynamic 
equilibria. The overall intent of this coupling was to enhance predictive 
capabilities of oxygen transport, whereby the oxygen to metal ratio, 
O/M, of the fuel affects a number of material properties. In order to 
calculate correctly oxygen transport, one must work with gradients of 
the oxygen chemical potential, rather than oxygen concentration gra-
dients. This becomes complicated for irradiated fuel, whereby the 
changes with fission and activation product concentrations with space 
and time coupled with a sharp temperature gradient have a significant 
effect on the oxygen potential. 

Initial progress was focused on hyperstoichiometric UO2+x fresh fuel 
to simulate heat transfer and oxygen transport. The coupled thermo- 
diffusion mass flux of component k is solved in this work in terms of 
the Onsager coefficients as [88]: 

Jk = − Lkk

[

T∇
(μk

T

)
+Q*

k
∇T
T

]

(13)  

where Lkk are the proportionality coefficients, T temperature, μk is the 
chemical potential of component k, Qk is the heat of transport. Here, the 
chemical potential of oxygen is computed directly by THERMOCHIMICA 
using the TAF-ID treatment for UO2+x and is used in the above equation. 
With such a tool, the oxygen potential in a three-dimensional fuel pellet 
has been predicted [88]. 

Since the full thermodynamic calculation of the UO2+x phase from 
TAF-ID is computed, a number of other useful parameters are computed 
internally, such as the site fraction of interstitial oxygen atoms and va-
cancies. These values are likely to be used in continued modelling efforts 
as input to material models. Future efforts will likely expand this work to 
include irradiated fuel from the TAF-ID and the effects of irradiation on 
fuel performance. 

5.4.4.2. GERMINAL. As mentioned in section 5.2, the TAF-ID database 
is used in the GERMINAL V2 Fuel Performance Code by coupling with 
the Open Calphad software [10] to evaluate the chemical state of (U,Pu) 
O2 fuel and fission products in Sodium cooled Fast Reactors [65]. A mass 
transport model allows taking into account the migration of the most 
volatile fission products Cs, I, Te, Mo, Pd (with O) whose quantities are 
calculated with the TAF-ID, to estimate the JOG thickness as a function 
of burnup. For the first time, the coupling of a full Calphad modelling 
with a Fuel Performance Code was achieved which is promising for the 
improvement of the models on the fuel thermal conductivity and on the 
cladding attack by the fission products. Also, diffusion properties as 
presented in section 5.4.2 are planned to be taken into account. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, the TAF-ID thermodynamic database developed in 
framework of the OECD/NEA TAF-ID joint project is described. It con-
tains the most relevant chemical systems of interest for oxide and 
metallic fuels and structural materials for Generation 2, 3 and 4 reactors. 
The use of a full Calphad modelling was adopted allowing calculations in 
both normal, abnormal and severe accident conditions. A few examples 
of key modelled systems are first given. Then, a few examples of 
application calculations are presented with a comparison to experi-
mental data. For severe accident in LWRs reactors, metallic and oxide 
liquid phases compositions are calculated for in-vessel corium which is of 
upmost importance to predict stratification phenomena in the lower 
head of the reactor vessel during severe accident. Another example 
shows the capability of the TAF-ID database to calculate the solidifica-
tion path for ex-vessel corium liquid compositions forming from the 
interaction between the in-vessel corium and the concrete basement. 
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Calculations are performed to interpret the microstructure of samples 
obtained during the VULCANO VF-U1 test. During the project, a big 
effort has been put on the modelling of fission product systems. The 
capability of the TAF-ID database to describe irradiated MOX fuels for 
fast breeder reactors is demonstrated by calculations of oxygen potential 
data and fission product phases that form with different burnups. In all 
these calculations, the agreement between calculated and experimental 
data is very good. Also, a complete description of the gaseous phase for 
these complex fuels allows calculating vapor pressure data that are 
essential for the fission product release and for the estimation of the 
source term during a severe accident. Other calculations are performed 
for metallic (U,Pu,Zr) fuel and U alloys containing fission products and 
their interaction with the steel cladding. Finally a few examples on how 
to use the TAF-ID database to provide input thermodynamic data for 
multi-physics modelling are given: the evaluation of thermal conduc-
tivity of U–Mo/Mg fuels, the development of a thermo-kinetic full 
modelling of the (U,Pu)O2 fuel with the DICTRA software, a phase-field 
simulation on the U–Mo/Mg system, the incorporation of the UO2+x 
thermodynamic model in the Bison Fuel Performance code and the 
evaluation of irradiated MOX fuel chemistry for SFR by coupling the 
Fuel Performance Code GERMINAL with the TAF-ID using Open Cal-
phad. The second phase of the TAF-ID project is ongoing. The database is 
being continued to be developed and specific actions related to the 
continuation of the validation of the database by performing measure-
ments of thermodynamic properties on complex compositions will be 
carried out in order to test the validity of the database and to further 
improve it. More widely, such computational tool will also have prac-
tical use in waste management and disposal, as well as in spent fuel 
storage applications. 
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